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SUMMARY

The Space Shuttle air data system (ADS) is used by the guidance, navigation

and control system (CN&C) to guide the vehicle to a safe landing. In addition,

postflight aerodynamic analysis requires a precise knowledge of flight conditions.
Since the orbiter is essentially an unpowered vehicle, the conventional methods of

obtaining the ADS calibration were not available; therefore, the calibration was

derived using a unique and extensive wind tunnel test program. This test program
included _ubsonic tests with a 0.36-scale orbiter model, transonic and supersonic

tests with a smaller 0.2-scale model, and numerous ADS probe-alone tests. The wind

tunnel calibration was further refined with subsonic results from the approach and

landing test (ALT) program, thus producing the ADS calibration for the orbital

flight test (OFT) program.

The calibration of the Sp_ce Shuttle ADS and its performance during flight are

discussed in this paper. A brief description of the system is followed by a dis-

cussion of the calibration methodology, and then by a review of the wind tunnel and

flight test programs. Finally, the flight results are presented, including an

evaluation of the system performance for on-board systems use and a description of

the calibration refin_ents developed to provide the best possible air data for

postflight analysis work.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle orbiter is a unique vehicle. Its primary mission is to

dzliver payloads to near-earth orbit and return, landlng like a conventional air-

craft. Upon entryj the orbiter must maintain its stability and control over an

extensive flight regime. During a typical flight, the Mach number may vary from 27

at entry to 0.25 at landing, with the angle of attack ranging from 40 to 0 degrees.

Since the vehicle is unpowered, accurate air data is crucial to enable it to make a

safe landing.

In many ways, the Space Shuttle orbiter ADS is a typical ADS. It uses two

fuselage-mounted prob_ to measure local flow conditions. Freestresm conditions,
such as Mach number, m_gle of attack, and altitude are computed using previously
derived calibration algorithms. The freestream conditions are used by the GN&C

systen and are also displayed to the crew. In addition, air data is used exten-

sively during postflight aerodynamic analysis of the Shuttle.
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Since the orbiter is an unpowered air vehicle, the traditional ADS flight

calibration methods, e.g._ pacer aircraft and tower-fly-by are not possible; there-

fore, an extremely comprehensive wind tunnel test program was developed to obtain

the necessa_ data to derive the calibration. The wind tunnel data were merged
with data obtained during the ALT program to produce an on-board calibration for

OFT and a more accurate calibration for postflight aerodynamic analysis. Results

from the OFT program indicated that the on-board (general purpose computer [GPC])

calibration easily met the specified requirements. These results were also used in

an extensive effort Go refine the postflight calibration in order to provide the

best possible data for postflight aerodynamic analysis.

a*

ADS DESCRIPTION

A sketch of the orbiter ADS probes illustrating their location on the orbiter

noae is shown in figure I. There are two probes, one on either side of the vehi-

cle. They are secured to rotating doors that allow them to be stowed (and thus

protected) during a3cent, orbit, and reentry. After reentry, the probes are

deployed when the orbiter has slowed to approximately Mach 3.5. Each probe

includes a semispherical head with three pressure ports, as seen in figure I. The

center port (Pc) gives an indication of total pressure and seD_es local total pres-

sure when the probe is aligned with the local flow field. The upper and lower

ports (Pu and PL) are sensitive to local flow angle. In addition, several static

pressure ports (PM) are loca_ed aft on the probe shaft, and a total temperature
sensoz is located at the rear.

The probes are connected to four air data transducer assemblies (ADTA),

red,,-dant pairs per side, through pneumatic lines. The ADTA house sensitive

pressure transducers that co=_ert the probe--measured pressures to electrical sig-

nels. Using the ADS calibrations, the GPC processes the ADTA signals to provide

the basic air data parameters: static pressure, total pressure, and angle of

attack (also total temperature). From these basic parameters, Mach number, dynamic

pressure, pressure altitude, equivalent airspeed, and true airspeed aro computed.

ADS CALIBRATION DESCRIPTION

The ADS calibration relates a set of conditions that cannot be measured

directly during flight (i.e., Mach number, _.ngle of attack, and altitude) to a set

of parameters that can be measured (i.e., probe total, static, upper and lower

pressures, and total temperature). In the wind tunnel, specific freestream condi-

tions (i.e., static and total pressure, angle of attack, and sideslip) are known to

a relatively high degree of accuracy. During a wind tunnel test these conditicns

are held constant, while the probe pressures _re carefully measured and recorded.
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The development of the ADS calibration involved deriving _ set of calibration

parameters that relate the freestream conditions to the probe-measured conditions,

using the wind tunnel derived data base (later merged with flight results). From

the freestream conditions, the various air data parameters (Mach number, altitude,

etc.) can be computed using basic aerodynamic equations. A flow chart illustrating

the ADS calibration and showing how the above freestream parameters are computed is

presented in figure 2.

Since the probe measurements are affected by the presence of the orbiter, it

is not possible to measure frcestream static and total preseure (Pc and PT=)

directly. Thus the error, or decrenent from the actual value, was put in non-

dimensional form and designated CPSD and CPTD. Freestream angle of attack also

cannot be measured directly; therefore, a pressure parameter (RAX) was developed to

provide an indication of angle of attack. The equations describing these parame-

ters are presented below with typical calibration curves shown in figure 3.

• Static pressure decrement

PH - P=
CPSD =

PC - PM

• Total pressure decrement

PC - PT_
CPTD =

PC - PM

• Angle-of-attack parameter

RAX
PL- PU

PC - I/2(PL+PU)

Note that CPSD and CPTD relate freestream static and total pressure to PH and

PC, respectively, while RAX has a fairly linear relationship with angle of attack

and exhibits good sensitivity. The wind tunncl data were used to derlve a set of

polynomial equations of the type shown below, which describe angle of attack as a

function of RAX, and CPSD and CPTD as functions of angle of attack.

Y(X) = A0 + A!(X) + A2(X)2 + A3(X)3 + A4(X)4

where

Y(X) - aORB(RAX?
CPSD(UoR B)

CPTD(a ORB)
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These equations are at a constant Mach number with a linear interpolation used

between Mach numbers. For the on-board calibration, software storage restrictions

limited the equations to fourth order, with the entire calibration utilizing 196

coefficients. On the other hand, the postflight calibration had no restrictions

and thus resulted in a more complex calibration with over 600 coefficients.

Using ghese equations, the freestream values of static and tetal pressure are

computed. Finally, u_ing P= and PT-, the various air data parameters zre computed

(i.e., Mach number, pressure altitude, dynamic pressure, and equivalent airspeed).

Note that since the ADS calibration parameters (RAX, CPSD, and CPTD) are modeled as

functions of Mach number it is necessary to make an initial guess at the Mach num-

ber and use the equations to converge on the actual value.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Since air data is used extensively in the orbiter GN&C system, the ADS

requirements are based on the GN&C requirements. These _e ,hown in table I. The

orbiter flight control system divides the atmospheric portion of the Shuttle flight

into three parts: entry, terminal area energy management (TAEM), and approach and

landing (A/L). Each area has specific requirements for air data parameters such as

Mach number, altitude, and angle of attack, a_ shown in table I. It should be

noted that these are specified system requirements. Postflight analysis accuracy

needs are more stringent; hence, much effort was expended to provide postfligbt air

data that is as accurate as the system will allow.

WIND TUNNEL TEST PROGRAH

Most aircraft ADS's have the advantage o_ bei_ r librated during flight.

Standard techniques involve flying the aircraft at a _tant altitude past a known

ground station or paced by another aircraft with a I _S. Since these tech-

niques were not available to the orbiter air vehicle imited flight calibra-

tion must be supplemented by wind tunnel tests that _er fllght envelope extremes

not encompassed by the flight test program. Consequen_ly, the orbiter ADS wind

tunnel calibration program was necessarily comprehensive.

The wind tunnel program was divided into two distinct parts: tests with the

probes mounted on an orbiter model to relate probe response to orbiter freestream

conditions, and probe-alone tests to evaluate the probe response to local flow

field conditions. The extent of the wind tunnel test program i3 shown in tables II

and III.

The initial ADS calibration wind tunnel tests, with the probes mounted on the

orbiter, were performed in order to derive an ADS calibration for Orbi:er 101 for

use during ALT. Since Orbiter 101 was unpowered, it would not exceed subsonic

velocities; hence, the Orbiter 101 ADS calibration was lirited to the Mach range of

0.25 to 0.7. Data at Mach 0.25 were obtained using a 0.36-scale orbiter model,

ccuple_e with scaled air data probes. The model was large enough that the ADS side
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probes could be accurately simulated; however, because of its size, it could only

be tested in the Ames l_esearch Center (ARC) 40 by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. Because

of this, only !=w speed (Mach= 0.25) data could be obtained.

In order to obtain data at the higher Hach numbers, a much smaller model was

used• It was determined that the 0.2 scale was the minimum practical probe size

for valid simulation; h_;ever, this resulted in probe models that were too small to

be completely simulated and an orbiter model that was too large for the available

high speed facilities. Therefore, a compromise had to be made. It was decided to

divide the four probe pressures between the left and right probe models. Thus, PC

and PM were placed on one probe, with PU and PL ou the other• The orbiter model

size was reduced by eliminating the _ortlon of the vehicle aft of fuselage statio=

670, and replacing it with a boattail fairing. The resulting model was still too

large, so the scale was reduced to 0.I; hence, the high speed data (Mach> 0.25)

were obtained using t_o 0.2-scale probe models on a 0.l-scale orbiter forebod%-only
model.

The validity of uslng a forebody-only model was subctantiated by testing a

complete orbiter 0.03-scale _odel with flush pressure taps bracketing the probe

location. Wing-on and wing-off comparisons showed essentially no influence _t

these pressure ports.

For later verification tests, a 0.l-scale probe was developed with a single

pressure tap for measuring static pressure; thus, to determine the static pressure

parameter, this _robe was tested in conjunction with a 0.2-scale probe that

measured the total pressure.

ALT PROGRAM

The ALT'proEram was conducted at _he Dryden F!ight Research Center, Edwards

Air Force _ase, in August, September, and October, 1977. The program consisted of

five air launches from the Boeing 747 Shuttle carrier aircraft, three with a large

tailcone Ea/ringclcsing off the fuselage base and the last two without the fair-

i_g, thus simulating the operational configuration. The tailcone-on flights

allowed about 5 minutes of free flight time. Less than half that time was _vail-

able with the tailcone removed.

The ADS was calibrated during ALT using the flight test probe (FTP) as a

reference. The .x'EPwas a conventional noseboom, vb/ch was mounted on the orbiter

nose. It measured stagnation pressure through a total pressure head, static pres-

sure through _essure ports on the barrel of the probe, and both angles of attack

and sideslip witi vanes. During ALT, the air data from FTP were also used by the

backup flight contr_ aT.stem (BFCS). There was no FTP installed for the OFT

program.
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OFT PROGRAM

The OFT program consisted of four flights launched from the Kennedy Space

Center in 1981 and 1982. These flights were designated as test flights and the

orbiter carried a wide variety of instruments designed to accurately measure its

performance. Much of the analysis performed on these flights, and the analysis c=

the data gathered by the flight test instrumentation, required an accurate source

of air data; thus, the ADS provided air data for the on-board systems aod air dar__

for postflight analysis. The latter required air data parameters that were more

accurate than those provided to the on-board systems.

During OFT, the accuracy of the ADS parameters was judged by comparison with

alternate data sources. Since these alternate sources are also subject to errors,

differences are not necessarily a measure of the ADS inaccuracy; however, if it il

assumed that the alternate data errors are random, any consistent bias error woulg

indicate an actual error in the ADS calibration. The alternate sources available

for the OFT flight program include a best estimated trajectory (BET) generated by

TRW, another BET generated by the Langley Research Center (LaRC), and a trajectory.

based on phototheodoiite tracking, generated by the Air Force Flight Test Center

(AFFTC). The primary cause of inaccuracy in these sources is that the parameters

are corrected for measured (jimsphere) winds_ which differ in time and location

from the actual winds. Of course, the ADS experiences the actual winds.

The OFT program had two primary ADS test objectives: verification of the

on-board GPC function, and refinement of the postflight ADS calibration for the

generation of high quality air data parameter time histories for postflight aero-
dynamic analysis.

GPC RESULTS

The GLC air data parameters supplied to the on-board, flight control, guid-

ance, and navigation systems differ from the postflight derived parameters in

several regards. On-board (GPC) parameters are provided at 1 sample per second,

whereas the postflight parameters are derived from transducer output pressures at

12 1/2 samples per second. The on-board calibration algorithms are simplified in

order to conform to the software limitation of 196 calibration coefficients, as

compared with approximately 600 coefficients used in the postflight calibration.

In addition, the on-board system employs a rate limiting function to avoid air data

discontinuities in the Mach jump regions (Mach 1.4 and again near 1.0). Each of

these differences can contribute to IL s of accuracy.

Another possible error source is the on-board mechan/zation of the calibra-

tion. The syst_begins with the previous Mach number (initially an assumed Mach

number) to enter the calibration equations p but does not iterate with a corrected

Mach number. Prior to STS-Ij it was analytically shown that the rate of change of

Mach number, and/or the calibration coefficientsj was low enough to preclude a

significant erro=. This analysis has been verified by flight results.
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Results from STS-I through STS-4 have shown that the GPC functioned satisfac-

torily and produced air data parameters well within the system accuracy require-

ments. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the GPC output dynamic pressure, angle of attack,

and Math number for STS-4 compared with the ADS parameters. The latter have been

refined, as described in the following section, and are considered the best source

of air data. These figures show the flight region from approximately Math 3.5 to

landing gear deployment. The maximum difference in dynamic pressure (abou= 9 psf)

is apnr_ximately 4 percent, while the system accuracy requirement is I0 percent.

Similarly, the maximum difference in angle of attack is approximately 0.85 degree

as compared to the requirement of +--2.0 degrees, and the maximum difference in Math

number is -0.063 compared with a requirement of +--0.15 (+iC percent). The ether air

data parameters show similar differences. Comparisons using data from ST5-4 are

shown in the figures; however, results from the other flights are similar.

The maximum differences between the ADS parameters and the LaRC BET data are

shown in table I along with the system accuracy requirements. Only those parame-

ters that have a specified requirement are presented. The table shows that the

accuracy achieved by the on-board GPC calibration is well within the syst_,,

requirements.

SUBSONIC POSTFLIGHT CALIBRATION

_ne subsonic postflight calibration was based on AL7 flight results because

the FI'P provided anaccurate reference data source. Using limited data, initial

analysis efforts showed that there were distinct differences between wind tunnel

and flight-derived calibrations. The wind tunnel static pressure calibration coef-

ficient (CPSD) was somewhat lower than that indicated by flight. The total pres-

sure calibration coefficient (CPTD) showed differences at low angles of attack, and

the angle-of-attack parameter (RAX) showed a bias of appro=imately I/2 degree.

These differences were applied to produce an initial flight calibration. Addition-

al analysis indicated that this initial calibzation could he refined further.

A multiple linear regression technique was adapted for the refinement effort.

This is a least-squares technique used to derive a relation between one parameter

and several independent variables. In addition to this sophisticated analysis

tool, a computer program was developed that was capable of processing a very large

quantity of data. The regression analysis was applied to angle-of-atta:k, static

pressure, and total pressure.

The angle-of-attack analysis showed a dependence on u, 3 2, and pitch rate.

The derived correction took the following form.

uCORR = aAD S - A=
2

do - 0.2476 - 0.5853(QTERM) - 0.1033uAD S + 0.00697_AD S

(QTERM) - qr/V T
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This correction reduced the three-sigma dispersion in angle of attack from

about 3/4 degree to a little more than 1/2 degree. This £s illustrated in

figures 7 and 8, which show the ADS angle of attack with and without the correction

_lotted against the FIT-measured angle of attack. Figure 9 shows the correction

(with zero pitch rate) plotted as a function of _rngle _f attack. It should be

noted that the practical limit for accuracy of flight test determined angle of

attack is probably between 1/4 and 1/2 degree.

The static pressure analysis began with determining the dependence of the

calibration par-meter, CPSD, on angle of attack, Mach number, and pitch rate. TSe

pitch rate dependence was shown to be insignificant, so the analysis continued

using Math m-,ber and various powers of angle of attack. The final correction was

made consistent with the basic calibration equation, i.e., a polynomial equation
with CPSD as a function of Mach number and a fourth order function cf angle of

attack, as follows:

CPSDcoRR

ACPSD

= CPSD - ACPSD

= - 4.843 x 10 -2 + 5.293 • 10-2 (MAD S)

+ 7.612 x 10 -3 (_ADS) - 1.933 • 10-3 (aADS) 2

+ 1.758 • 10 -4 (aADS)3 - 4.783 • 10 -6 (aADS) 4

This correction reduced the three-sigma dispersion in CPSD from +--0.04947 to

_+0.0168. The significance in the equivalent airspeed uncertainty was to reduce the

static pressure contribution to the uncertainty from about 4 knots to 1.4 knots.
Figure I0 shows the ADS calibration coefficient with no corrections plotted against

that derived from the riP. Figure Ii shows the ADS coefficient with corrections

applied.

Total pressure was found to be the largest contributor to the equivalent air-

speed uncertainty. The total pressure analysis followed the same steps as the

static pressure and culminated in a calibration par-meter (CPTD) correction in the

same format as the basic calibration equation.

CPTDc0 _ "

CPTD -

CPTD - ACPTD

4.1242 x 10-2 + 6.2598 • 10-2 (MAD s)

- 8.3247 x 10 -3 (aAD s) - 1.5937 • 10 -3 (aADS)2

+ 2._879 x 10 -4 (aADS) 3 - 8.0762 x 10 -6 (UADS) 4

This correction reduced the three-sigma dispersion in CPTD from +_0.0652 to

+0.01686. In terms of equivalent airspeed, it reduced the unce_tain_y from about
6 knots to about 1.5 knots. The ADS total pressure calibration coefficient is

plotted against that derived from the FTP before corrections uere applied, as shown

in figure 12, and after corrections were applied, as shown in figure 13. The dif-

ferences between the wind tunnel and flight-derived calibrations are shown in

figures 14, 15, and 16. These figures show the ALT flight data with both the wind

tunnel and flight-derived calibrations superimposed.
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:-ese corrections were applied to the SIS flight data in the trajectory range

from _ch 0.6 to landivg gear deplcyment. Prior to correction, the maximum differ-

ences i= equivalent airspeed were about I0 knots when compared to the LaRC BET and

about __knots when compared to the AFFTC data. After the corrections were applied,
these iifferences were reduced to about 6 knots for the LaRC BET and about 2 knots

for the AFFTC data. Considering that the alternate sources are subject to wind

uncertainties, the corrected ADS equivalent airspeed is considered the most accu-

rate. Yigures 17 and 18 show an example of these comparisons. Figure I) compar'es

the A_'__equivalent airspeed with the LaRC BET before corrections, and figure 18
shows :_e same comparison after correctiox_s.

TRANSONIC AND SUPEESONIC POSTFLIGHT CALIBEATI01!S

The transonic and supersonic postflight calibrations were based entirely on

wind tuznel results. This calibration proved to be adequate for on-board use, but

in ord_ to provide the best possible air data for postflight analysis, some
improvenent appeared appropriate.

In the transonic range, the measured static pressure experiences a rapid

change at twe points: Math 1.4 and near Mach 1.0. The rapid fluctuations are

shcwn ix figure 19. This figure shows a time history of the ADS static pressure

calibraLion coefficient compared with the coefficient derived using the freestream

static _--ressure, as provided by the LaRC BET. This example is for STS-2 and is

typical of all the flights. The results of the system not precisely following the

rapid changes are dlscontinttlties in the static pressure history. This is also

reflected in other parameters. For example, figure 20 shows the effect on Mach

number for STS-4. As a first approach to removing the discontinuities, a simple

linear iRterpolation was used; howev__r, other aerodynamic analysis results indi-
cated that this method could be improved upon.

An attempt was made to derive a calibration correction from the three alter-

mate sources of air data for all four flights; however, no consistent error pattern
could be determined.

As xsed by the alternate data sources, the meterolcgical-measured static pres-

sure (Ra_nsonde) is considered an accurate measure of static pressure. In fact,

it is cozsidered more accurate than is possible with any conventional air vehicle

ADS, parzicularly within the ADS altitude range. Consequently, it was a logical

step to resolve the discoutinuities in the ADS static vressure, by simply substitu-

ting the meteorological static pressure for the ADS-determined static pressure.
This was gone with the static pressure from the LaRC BET.

At higher Mmch numbers (2.5 to 3.5), all four flights showed s consistent

negative bias in static pressure when compared with either the LaRC BET or the TRW

SET, although the magnitude differed between flights and betweel1"-_ources. An

_xample from STS-4 is shown in figure 21. This bias was also resolved by _ubstitu-
_ing the _tatic pressure from the LaRC BET.
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CONCLUSIONS

The calibrati=u of tbe Space Shuttle orbiter ADS was a unique program to

derive an accurate system calibration without the b__.efit of an extensive flight

calibration progr_-. The bulk of the calibration was derived from an extensive

wind tunnel test Frogram and was combined with a linited _ount of flight test

results. From the comprehensive wind tunnel test program, angle of attack, static

pressure, and total pressure calibrations were develcped and proved to be suffi-

ciently accurate to meet the specified requirements.

Further refinements were developed fron the flight programs to produce "-be

best possible air data parameters for postflight analysis work. From Math 3.5 to

Math 0.6, the mete:_logical static pressure was substituted for that derived by the

ADS. Fr_ Each 0.6 to landing gear deployment, corrections derived from a regres-

sion analysis technique were applied to angle of attack, static pressure, and total

pressure. The entire ADS Math number range is illustrated in figures 22 and 23,

which show an ex_Iple of Math number from the refined ADS (STS-4), compared with

that from the -aRC BET. __ne differences are small _ c_t be considered a

measure of accuracy sir ca there is some uncertainty associated with the reference

source.

To date, there has been no requirement to isolate the effects of ground prox-

imity on _he ADS parameters, although it is knc'dn that there is a significant

effect, pazticularly in angle of attack. Current analysis _ork has shown that the
angle of attack derived from the inertial _easurement unit (IH0) has been adequate.

In general, the final air data parameters are considered an accurate represen-

tation of the actual trajectories flown and are suitable for use in postflight dat£

analysis.

SYMBOLS AND ABBLVVIATIONS

ADS

ADTA

__FFTC

ALT
ARC

A/L

BFCS

CPSD

CPTD
FTP

GN&C

GPC

IMU

LaRC

LeRC

OFT

PC

PL

air data system
air data transducer assembly

Air Force Flight Test Center

approach and landing test
Ames Research Center

approach and landing

backup flight control __yst_

static pressuze decrement coefficient

total pressure decrement coefficient

flight test DTobe

guidance, navigation, and control

general purpose computer

inertial measurement unit

Langley ReseLrch Center
Lewis Research Center

orbital flight test

probe center _ressure

probe lower pressure
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PM

PU

P==

PT==

q

r

RAX

TAEM

Ve

VT

probe-measured static pressure

probe upper pressure

freestresm static pressure

freestream total pressure

pitch rate (deg/sec)

distance from the center-of-gravity

to the ADS probe (ft)

angle-of-attack parameter

terminal area energy =anagement

equivalent airspeed (kn_ts)

true airspeed (ft/sec)
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ZA_L£ I.-ADS PARAI_TER PERFORF./_C_

Air Data

•Dsrameter Units

Altitude ft

llFn_ic presaure psf

Racb number dim

True 8irspeeo fps

Equivalent airspeed KTS

Angle of attack dee

Flight

Phase

Utilization

TA_

C_)I(AIL)

AlL

AIL

(r_U_)l (AIL)

(_)I(A/L)

System Req

Range

IOK to 100K

90 to 375

0.6 to 2.5

0.25 to" 0.6

600 to 2500

250 to 600

160 to 335

-4 to +20

A_curacy

(3o)

!101

±lOl

_*10l

.5I

!101

_-51

*_51

*_2"

_ost

Stringent

Subsyste_

Requirement

._avigaticn

G&C

Guidance
_"X:5

KS

C_idence

G&C

V_ximm_

Difference

_ith

I.IRC BET

-41

_TZ

*_6z

!61

*_31

_q •
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TA3LE II.-hq_D .--")7,_EPROGRAM (AIR DATA _OBE '_.'-:IRATZCN)

"RBITER MODEL TESTS

?est

CA-22

0A-143

OA-100

0A-164

OA-17A

J _-).61A, B C

_A-220

GA-224

OA-Z28

n.A- 2j 7

0A-232

C.A-221B,C

OA-2J4

OA- 728

OA-:51B.C

Other t_sts:

................ OA-236

Model Scale

Orbiter Probe

0.03

.03

0.36

0.36

0.56

0.03

0.10 (forebody)

0.I0 (forebody)

C.10 (forebody)

O.iO (forebody)

0.10 (fore_ody)

0.10 (forebody)

0.10 (forebody)

0.10 (fqrebody)

0.10 (£o:ebody)

(Ai_C _ose_ouut

tunnel

calibr_tiou

probes)

None

0.36"

0.36"

0.36

None

r).20*

0.20

0.20

0.10, 0.20

0.I0, 0.20

0.20

0.10, 0.=0

.r .10

_.10, 0.20 [

Hath

Range

C.6 * 1.5

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.6 * 3.5

0.3 - I .i

0.2 _ I .3

0.75

0.25

0.2 _ 1.3

1.5-3.5

2.0*3.5

0.25

1.5_3.5

0.25

F_cil_:y

ARC llxl), 9x7

Roc_ae_i _L

ARC4Ox_0

ARC 4Cx80

ARC 4Ox_O

ARC llxll, _xI. 8x7

A_C 14xi4

Lam.llC16-_t :ranso_£c

Rockwell IiAJ_

ARC _.('• _$0

AEDC 16T

A,RC 9x7, 8x2

LcRC lOxl0

Rock_e 11 ][AJ.L

ARC 9x7, 8x7

Rock.el I

*Alms nose probe

?_r_cse

Presscre _.*_rvey

Preszure *_rvey

Oevelcpm_z:

Develcpner._

Verifi<a¢_cm

Pressure a-_ local i

survey !

Transonic-scaled i

probes )

Verificatic_

Static presFure

coupariso_

Scale _ad _lockag_

Scale znd _1_ckage

Develor-_e_

Verifi_ticu

Scaled pro_s

Ver:.fi_t£c_

Facilities

calibrat£o_

comparison
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TABLE ILI.-WIND TUNNEL PROGRAM (PROBE-ALONE TESTS)

Test

OA-501 Ful 1

0A-502 Full

0A-503" 0.36

0A-504 Full

OA-505 Ful 1

0A-506 Full

OA-507 0.36

0A-508 0.36

0A-509 0.20

OA-510 0.20

OA-511 Full

OA-512 Full

0A-513 Full

0A-514 Full

0A-515 0.20

0A-516 Full

0A-517 Full

0A-518 0.i0

0A-519

OA-520"

Probe Scale H-ch Range

0.2+0.95

I .5 +3.50

0.15+0.30

0.20+0.95

0.80+ 1.50

1.50 + 3.50

0.20+ 0.95

& full 0.20+0.95

0.20+ 0.95

0.80 +1.50

0.20+0.95

1.50 +3.50

0.80 + 1.50

1.50+3.50

1.50 + 3.50

1.50 + 3.50

0.20+0.95

0.20+0.95

0.10 0.80 + 1.50

0.36 noseboom 0.20+0.95

*Includes noseboom tests.

I

Facility Purpose

Rosemount

AEDC D

Rosemount

Rosemount

AEDC IT

AEDC D

Rosemount

Rosemount

Rosemount

AEDC IT

Rosemount

AEDC D

AEDC IT

AEDC D

AEDC D

AEDC D

Rosemount

Rosemount

AEE_ IT

Ro semount

Preliminary development

Preliminary development

Scale development

Development

Development

Development

Scale develoFment

Verification

Scale development

Scale development

Verification

Verification

Development

Development

Scale

Verification

Verification

(qualification)

Verification

Verifi, _tion

Verification

Note: Not in chronological order.
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O0 _ 8.85

Pu f_" _

pc/

PL: I

i 5.0

J

TPS
SURFACE

/
/

!

PC = CENTER PRESSURE (TOTAL)

FL= LOWER PRESSURE (_)

PU = UPPER PRESSURE (=)

PM = MEASURED STATIC PRESSURE

NOTE: PROBES CANTED 10 DEG

NOSE DOWN RELATIVE TO FRL

OR/Gt?_"_LP_CE iS
------t_ 2.1s--.' OF POOR

Fs'OS(2S'OES  "
WP 324 '_..__/ _

Figure I.- ADS probe.

COMPUTE

aORB

COMPUTE

PRESSURE

i ALTITUDE

COMPUTE

• MACH NUMBER _k_ i °ORB

• DYNAMIC PRESSURE
• EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED

TRUE
AIRSPEED

!

COMPUTE
DENSITY

H COMPUTE
RAX

I PU
Poo PL

COMPUTE PTM
P=

PSM

AIR DATA
SYSTEM PROBE

Figure 2.- ADS logic program.
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CPTD

OORB (DEG)

- 4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24
[ I i_02L -'\' '

/i_ PC- PT='

CPTD =

Pc-PM

- 1.0

0.32

0.28

/
/

CP5D 0.16

0.12

0.08

0.04

PM - Poo
CPSD= --

_ PC - PM

I I 1 I I I- 0 4 8 12 16 20 24

=ORB (DEG)

ORIGINAL PA_= !'_
OF POOR QUAL;'P,"

MACH = 0.25

RAX=

oOR B (OEG) 24 -

2O

PL - PU 16

pc- 112 (pL + pU) 1:

Figure 3.- Typical ADS calibration c,_rves.

/

I I
I 2

_] SV_'I"EM ACCURACY RE(_KmI_d_Jcrs = = 10%

2110 ."

24O

850 gOO _ 1000 1050 11_ 1150 12Da

11ME _EC)
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£
#

-F. • ,

'nME _EC)

lIW, C H NUMBCR

Figure 4.- STS-4 dynamic pressure comparison -

CPC and refined ADS calibration.
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TIME ($EC)
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-0.5
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TIME (SEC}
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_--;gure 5.- STS-A angle-of-attack comparison - GPC and refined ADS calibration.
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, -(104

*K- _0G
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Figure 6.- STS -_ Hach number comparison - GPC and refined ADS calibration.
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• ALT DATA
• NO CORRECTIONS
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/

/
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0 ) __ I 1
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ALPHA FTP

Figure 7.- Angle-of-attack comparison - ADS and FTP (no corrections).
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• ALT DATA
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/
/
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/
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/
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F_gure 8.- Angle-of-attack comparison - ADS and _rP (corrections included).
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Figure 9.- Subsonic angle-of-attack correction.
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o 0.254
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/
0.246 /

0.244

0.242
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0-230.24

/

• ALT DATA
• NO CORRECTIONS

I I !, l I 1
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CPSD FTP

Figure I0.- Static pressure calibration coefficient

comparison - ADS and FTP (no corrections).
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ELOPE OF
DATA POINTS

• ALT DATA

• CORRECTED FOR M, =, =2, =3 =4

361C,INAL PAGE 13
)F POOR QUALITY

0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.31

CPSDFTP

Figure ll_-'Static pressure callbratlon coefficient compare_son -

ADS and FTP (including correctlons).
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-- 0.06
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j../

0.05

FigL_re 12.- Total pressure calibration coefficient

aemparlson - ADS and FTP (no corrections).
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0

-o2 •ALTt_ATA '.'t. -
-°" •CORmECTEDFO,m.o.+.2°3_.4.'_."1
- 0.04 /

-C.06 ///_(//_ t

-o.o8 O_a_,P_ALP,.'t_EI_ /_.f"

- 0.10 Or POOR QUALf'rY /Sf

_- o.,2 '//l"

-0.14 / ]/,+, /

_ -0.16 7//'_ENVELOPE OF

n 18 -"_/ /' DATA POINTS

. .-v. / j/-j I
-0.20 /_//"

-o2, _ ///
- 0.24 _ _

-0.2,,I-_'
-0.30v- I , , , , ,-0.30-0.2s-0.20-o.-,s-o.10-o.os 0 o.os

CPTO FTP

Figure 13.- Total pressure calibration coefficient comparison -
ADS and FTP (including corrections).
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/ "3 /"r / CALIBRATION

,'+\ "_t .. /

i WIF.'n TUNNEL _',, _,, I

0.22

0.21

0.20
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

ALPHA ADS

Figure 14.- Comparison of wlnd-tunnel and flight-derlved

static pressure cal±brations (ALT flight data).

AT APPROACH SPEED (o = 4), THE
CHANGE IN C;_SD OF = 0.05 IS
EQUIVALENT TO AN AIR SPEED
OF 4 KNOTS.
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Ti_ure !5.- Comparison of wind-tunnel and flight-derlved total

pressure calibration (ALT flight data).
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Figure 16.- Comparison of the angle-of-ettack callbra=ion

and ALT results.
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Figure 17.- STS-I equiwalent airspeed comparison -

ADS and LaRC BET (no corrections).
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Figure 18.- STS-I equivalent airspeed comparison -

ADS and LaRC BET (including corrections).
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Figure 19.- STS-2 transonic static pressure calibration

coefficient comparison - ADS and LaRC BET.
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Figure 20.- ST$-% transomlc ADS Mach number sbowlng discontinuities.
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Figure 21.- STS-4 supersonic static pressure

comparison - ADS and LaRC BET. #
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Figure 22.- STS-4 supersonic Mach number comparison -
refined ADS and LaRC BET.
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Figure 23.- STS-4 transonic and supersonic Pmch number

comparison - refined ADS and LaRC BET.
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